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Have you become a victim or witness of an anti-Semitic incident?
Do not keep it to yourself and let us know.
Contact e-mail address: security@fzo.cz
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YOUR MONEY

THEIR BOMBS!
http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/119434932651/fuck-izrael-va%C5%A1e-pen%C3%ADze-jejich-bomby,
20. 5. 2015
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1. SUMMARY OF THE SITUATION IN 2015
The Federation of Jewish Communities in the Czech
Republic (FJC) in 2015 recorded a total of 221 antiSemitic incidents. This number is slightly lower
than the result for the year 2014, when there were
234 anti-Semitic incidents, so the total number of
anti-Semitic incidents did not significantly changed.
It is likely that many cases of anti-Semitic motive
remained unreported and that the number of such
incidents may actually be much higher than that
given in the Report.
More than one half of incidents in 2014 occurred
during the military operation Protective Edge,
which took place in Israel and the Gaza Strip in the
period between July and September. This operation
was a trigger for anti-Semitic incidents. The year
2015 brought similar numbers. However, the result
cannot be attributed only to one event as in 2014.
The distribution of incidents, compared with 2014,
was relatively even (see Chapter 2). Only in summer
there was a slight decrease mainly in the category
of articles, images and videos on the Internet.
The nature of incidents remains more or less similar
to previous years. They were recorded anti-Semitic
letters and e-mails, verbal attacks, harassment near
Jewish objects, desecration and vandalism. These
data may differ from other institutions (Ministry of
Interior - MI, Policy of the Czech Republic – PCR)
which consider manifestations of anti-Semitism
only acts constituting a criminal offense. The
Federation evaluates offenses under the working
definition of anti-Semitism as defined by the FRA
(see Chapter 3).

Traditionally, most anti-Semitic posts appear on the
sites of the extreme right and anti-liberal websites,
which was the same case in 2015 too. The main topics
as in previous years included Holocaust denial and
conspiracy theories concerning Jewish domination
and influence. Especially the conspiracy theories,
mainly inspired by the immigration crisis, and
terrorist attacks that occured in 2015 in Europe, can
trigger an increase in xenophobia and polarization
of the Czech society. They are nurtured and misused
by the extreme right-wing and anti-liberal groups
in their own favor. Part of their anti-Islam and antiimmigration rhetoric is also created by anti-Semitic
aspects propagated in large on the Internet.
In 2015, the Federation also registered a rise in the
number of newly issued anti-Semitic books and
pamphlets as The Protocols of Zion and Lectures on
the Holocaust. Books are available on the websites
of the extreme right-wing groups. In two cases they
were distributed directly at demonstrations of the
National Democracy1 against Islam.
However, in comparison to other countries in Central
and Western Europe the Czech Republic still
remains a safe country for the Jewish community.
The public has rather neutral relation to the
Jewish community.2 Anti-Semitic manifestations,
as demonstrated by this Report, are in most cases
limited to the Internet.

Anti-Semitic hateful manifestations on the Internet
constitute 82 % of all recorded incidents. It is thus
the most common type of incident. In 2014 there
was an increase of posts of the new anti-Semitism.
The trend continued also in 2015, when some
posts responded to the aftermath of the military
operation Protective edge in summer 2014. Another
part focused on the wave of violence in Israel in
the fall 2015. Some other anti-Semitic reactions
were evoked by the visit of Israeli President Rivlin
or by Jerusalem Days Festival. The most common
theme was blaming Israel‘s policy of apartheid and
genocide.

http://isgap.org/flashpoint/antisemitism-in-response-to-the-2015-refugee-wave-the-case-of-the-czech-republic/
http://cvvm.soc.cas.cz/media/com_form2content/documents/c1/a7352/f3/ov150306.pdf

1
2
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2. 2015 IN NUMBERS
Comparison of all categories of anti-Semitic incidents
from 2018 to 2015
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3. INTRODUCTION

METHODOLOGY
AND TERMINOLOGY

THE PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
ON ANTI – SEMITISM IN THE
CZECH REPUBLIC IN 2015

a.

The annual report on anti-Semitisms in 2015
(the Report) has been prepared by the Federation
Jewish Communities (FJC) for internal needs
of Jewish communities in the Czech Republic
(CR), but also for the needs of other institutions
processing the data on anti-Semitism. The
Report aims to provide a comprehensive image
of anti-Semitism and social clima related to
anti-Semitism. The Report brings not only
the data from the last year, but also compares
recorded manifestations of anti-Semitism with
the developments in previous years.

The Report consists of several parts. The first
one is information on recorded anti-Semitic
incidents and their commparison with previus
years. The FJC considers such an act as antiSemitic incident that is directed against persons
with Jewish selfidentification, members of the
Jewish community, Jewish property, for which
it is clear that the incident has anti-Semitic
motivation or the victim of the incident was
intentionally selected for his/her Jewishness,
even if it was (from the offender´s point of
view) alleged one. Anti-Semitic incidents can
take various forms: attacks on property, physical
or verbal attacks. More detailed is categorization
of individual anti-Semitic incidents written or
physical articles described in the chartacter
Caktegories of anti-Semitic Incidents. All
incidents and manifestations described as antiSemitic and listed bellow meet the definition of
anti-Semitism.

b.

The Report contains only a general list of antiSemitic incidents and texts. To protect victims
and their security the details of incidents, which
could enable identification, are intentionally
omitted.

c.

The data used in the annual report come from
several sources: from those who have become
subjects to anti-Semitic incidents, from Czech
Jewish organizations and communities, from
published documents and analyzes of other
organizations and state institutions, from open
sources - both from the mainstream media
and the websites of monitored organizations.
The FJC monitors anti-Semitic incidents using
the available data, so it is probable that most
incidents were not announced either to the FJC
or to the Police so they are not noticed3 in the
Report. All evaluations included in the Report
are based on the collected data.

Např. FRA Antisemitism Update 2004-2014

3
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DEFINITION OF ANTI-SEMITISM
This Report is determined by the working definition of anti-Semitism processed in 2004
by the European Union Monitoring Centre
on Racism and Xenophobia (EUMC) and published on the website of the succesor of the
EUMC4 the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights - Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA). The same procedure is also used by
the Coordinating Forum for Combating Anti-Semitism (CFCA) 5, which the Federation
cooperates with. The FRA removed the working definition of its website in 2013, but the
Report continues to follow it in the same way
as the CFCA does.
According to this definition, anti-Semitism
can be considered „a certain perception of
Jews, which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of anti-Semitism may be directed
toward Jewish and non-Jewish individuals or
their property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities. In addition,
such manifestations could also target the State of Israel – they have the anti-Semitic nature
if the State of Israel is conceived as a representative of a Jewish collectivity as it is given
further in the specificiation of the FRA (see
also „3D“ test). Anti-Semitism frequently
charges Jews with conspiring to harm humanity, and it is often used to blame Jews from
the current problems. Anti-Semitism appears
in the spoken word, in writing, visual as well
as in other activities, taking advantage of the
vicious stereotypes and negative character
traits supposedly Jews.“

1.Calling

for, aiding or justifying the killing
of Jews or serious harm of Jews in the name
of a radical ideology or an extremist view of
religion;

2.Making

mendaciuos, dehumanizating,
demonizating allegations, announcments
about individual Jews or Jews as a collective power based on stereotypes. Particularly,
but not exclusively, the myth about a world
Jewish conspiracy or Jews controlling the
media, economy, government or other social institutions;

3.Accusing Jews as a people being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or a group of
Jews or even non-Jews;

4.Denying

the fact, scope, mechanisms (eg.
Gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of Jews by German Nazis and their
supporters and allies during WW2 (the Holocaust);

5.Accusing Jews as a people and the State of

Israel, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust;

6.Accusing

Jewish citizens of being more
loyal to the State of Israel or to prefer the
alleged priorities of Jews worldwide to the
interests of their own nations.

FRA definition also specifies various concrete
manifestations of anti-Semitism: „Today‘s anti-Semitism in public life, the media, schools,
workplaces and religious circles, after taking
into account the overall context CAN acquire
eg. the following forms:

European Union Agency for Fundamental
RightsCFCAis an internet forum, which collects information on anti-Semitic incidents from various sources around the world. Forum members are,
among others: the Israeli Ministry of Education, Sochnut - The Jewish Agency, The Community Security Trust (CST) in the United Kingdom, Vidal Sasson
Institute at Hebrew University in Jerusalem and Stephen Roth Institute at Tel Aviv University.
4
5
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Examples of anti-Semitic
manifestations related to the State
of Israel taking into account the
overall context could include eg .:
1.Denying

rights of the Jewish people to selfdetermination, eg. by claiming that the existence of the
State of Israel is a racist endeavor;

2.Applying double standards by requiring a behavior not
expected or demanded of any other state;

3.Using

symbols and images associated with classic
antisemitism (eg. accusing Jews of killing Jesus or
ritual murders) to characterize Israel or Israelis;

4.Comparing Israeli policy to that of Nazi;
5.Holding Jews being collectively responsible for actions
of the State of Israel.

Other criticism of Israel, similar to that leveled against
any other country, can not be regarded as anti-Semitic.

3D test
In determining manifestations of the so-called new
anti-Semitism which greatly concerns illegitimate
criticism of Israel, and to a clearer distinction of
the legitimate criticism of Israel from the new antiSemitism, the FJC uses so-called 3D test, whose
author is Natan Sharansky. According to this test, such
a statement containing at least one of the so-called 3D,
is regarded as anti-Semitic.
The first D stands for demonization of Israel - labeling
Israel as embodied evil, aggression. An example might
be comparing Israel‘s policy to that of Nazi Germany
or the Palestinian refugee camps to concentration
camps and , etc.
Sharansky describes the second D as a double standard,
which is selectively applied to the State of Israel in
assesing its foreign policy and internal affairs. This is
particularly the case of the United Nations where Israel
is often a target of many condemnation statements
and resolutions, while other, often undemocratic,
authoritarian and totalitarian states, are not obliged to
face adequate criticism and they even act very often as
an arbitrator towards the State of Israel.
The third D stands for delegitimation of the State of
Israel. As antisemitic can be evaluated such statements
that deny the right of the State of Israel to its existence.

9
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4. TRENDS IN 2015
Response to the refugee crisis
A strong theme of the year 2015 was the
situation arising in connection with the refugee
crisis, which brought an increase in the number
of demonstrations organized by extremist rightwing groups and focused against refugees and
Islam. The issue of refugees and Islam also
became the main topics on the websites and
social networking profiles of many extreme
right-wing groups such as the National
Democratic Party headed by Adam B. Bartos
or the Workers‘ Social Justice Party headed by
Tomas Vandas.
Topics related to Islam and Muslims, that make
the largest percentage of refugees, succeeded to
attract to the demonstrations a wide range of
people - from right-wing extremists to ordinary
citizens -, whose fear of the unknown was
skillfully abused by the extremists. The antiIslamic trend was also supported by the terrorist
attacks in Paris in January and November 2015,
and by the debate about mandatory quotas on the
admission of refugees to individual EU Member
States. Anti-Islamic attitudes also gave passage
to anti-Semitic manifestations in the form of
conspiracy theories, which began to proliferate
mainly in connection with the migration crisis.
The theory of the Islamization of Europe from
the part of Jews in order to weaken Europe
and dominate it already appeared in the past.
However, due to mismanagement to inform
and address the challenges associated with
the refugee crisis rationally and constructively
by the Czech political elite, this idea began to
spread particularly in posts on the Internet.
Leitmotifs of these theories are particularly by
Jews organized arrival of refugees to Europe
and the subsequent destruction of Europe, its
values and its gradual domination. A frequent
theme is also the creation of so-called Islamic
State (ISIS) by the State of Israel resp. Jews
as a tool that should help to gain worldwide
domination. Right-wing extremists put into
context terrorist attacks in Paris, which should
have been, according to them, organized from
Israel to discredit Islam.

10
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Publishing activities
Compared with other years it was issued the
increased number of books with anti-Semitic
content in 2015. They were mainly issued by
ABB6 and Guidemedia7 publishing houses etc.
These are reprints of old and new translations
of anti-Semitic books and new texts. Its content
is focused on Holocaust denial (Germar Rudolf:
Lectures on the Holocaust) and conspiracy
theories (Protocols of Zion). Publishing these
books is risky for the potential increase in
anti-Semitic tendencies in the society for three
reasons. First, readers receive the books either
completely without accompanying words which
would explain emergence and origin of the
text and historical context, or on the contrary,
as it is in the case of a new translation of the
Protocols of Zion, the books are accompanied
by a preface that ignores false origin of the
text. In the case of the book Lectures on the
Holocaust, it is purely a pseudo relativization of
the Holocaust. Publishers spread hateful texts
seeking to influence readers and add credibility

to their anti-Semitic attitudes as it happened
in the case of the book What have our greats
said about Jews. Another risk is a financial
income that extremists get from from their
publishing activities and which they can finance
the activities of extremist organizations with. A
third risk is advertising books and selling them
through the Internet, especially social networks.
The possibility to order the books via Internet
makes it easy to get the offer to a broader range
of readers and to provide them anonymity.

Facebook, December 14, 2015

Publishing house ABB is associated with Adam B. Bartos: https://abbartos.wordpress.com/knihy/.
Publisher Pavel Kamas from Guidemedia etc. featured translations of Nazi texts. Due to the edition of Hitler‘s speeches the publisher was accused of genocide approval. The appellate court finally in 2015 acknowledged the publisher innocent. Kamas in 2015 participated along with Adam B. Bartos and other
pilgrims in the pilgrimage to the tomb of Anežka Hrůzová. http://guidemedia.cz/.
6
7
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Cyberspace
In 2015, the trend to change the website for social
networks and blogs went on. Disseminating
anti-Semitic posts and articles directly on social
networks is more efficient and faster. They
may get to a broader range of readers who
would not otherwise visit the normal website.
In the same time social networks provide still
sufficient feeling of security and elusiveness to
disseminators of anti-Semitic and other hateful
manifestions. In 2015, the social the social
network Facebook discovered a community
called „We do not want Jews in the Czech
Republic.“ Though Facebook removed the page
soon after reporting, it is highly likely that there
are much more such groups on Facebook and
other social networks. However, since social
networks provide many tools to help maintain
anonymity or confidentiality for its users, it may
be very challenging to discover them.

Facebook We do not want Jews in the Czech Republic,
January 2015

Boycott
Specific chapter was a reaction to last year‘s third
festival of the Days of Jerusalem. It was perhaps
the first attempt of public cultural boycott in
the country. ISM organization published several
open letters and petitions8 which requested
cancel the festival on the grounds that it was
a political campaign to promote Israel‘s illegal
annexation of Jerusalem despite the fact that
the Days of Jerusalem presented both Jewish
and Palestinian artists.

http://ism-czech.org/2015/04/28/otevreny-dopis-poradatelum-plzen-2015-upustte-prosim-od-poradani-festivalu-dny-jeruzalema/

8
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5. CATEGORIES OF ANTI-SEMITIC INCIDENTS
This chapter Categories of anti-Semitic
Incidents contains various types of anti-Semitic
acts categorized for the purpose of further
processing of the available data. Each category
contains a brief description and types of
incidents that fall into it:

In 2015, in this category there were the following
incidents:
January Prague, Lauder Schools: unknown
offender drew a swastika to a dustbin belonging
to Lauder schools an.

I.Physical attacks on people and
property
Physical attack on a person - any attack on a
person, which leads to injury, or attack on such
a person, which aims to bodily harm, even if the
object of the attack escapes or bodily injury does
not occur, though it was intended.
Attack on Jewish property, or property that is
perceived as connected with Jews, not intended
to make bodily harm - incidents in which it is
clear that they were committed with the antiSemitic motivation to symbolically invalidate
the property with anti-Semitic inscriptions,
symbols etc. It is for example: the destruction
of Jewish cemeteries, memorials, painting Nazi
symbols on Jewish buildings etc.

20/1/2015 Czech Krumlov, cemetery building
in the Jewish cemetery: unknown offender
damaged the names of Holocaust victims at the
cemetery wall in the room. He painted satanic
symbols on the names.

Incidents in 2015:
Physical attacks on people and property with
anti-Semitic motive remained at the same level
as in previous years. In 2015, there was a total
of five such incidents. Compared to 2014,
there was no physical attack on a person. All
five incidents were physical attacks on property.
In 2014, it was also registered five attacks on
property (for the exact list, see Chapter 7).

13
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29/3/2015 Terezín, Holocaust Memorial: 24 year old man urinated and hailed in the Terezin
Memorial Holocaust.

April 2015 Prague, Jerusalem Synagogue: Unknown offender stuck on the notice board of the
Jerusalem Synagogue promotional material of the extreme right-wing organization the Prague
Nationalists.

5/4/2015 Svitavy, Oskar Schindler memorial: Unknown offender sprayed the monument of Oskar
Schindler. On the memorial were drawn swastikas and slurs.

14
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II.THREATS AND HARASSMENT
This category of anti-Semitic incidents include
any written or verbal threats against the Jewish
community or individuals from among the Jews
and those who are regarded as Jews (personal,
telephone, e-mail or post).
Such a statement or written text, that threatens
a specific person by an act of violence because
of her/his Jewishness (also alleged one) is
considered threatening. If the statement is
not clearly expressed or addressed to a specific
person, the incident is registered in the category
of harassment.
Any verbal, written or personal manifestation
of hatred towards Jews or those who are
considered to be Jews that is not addressed to
a specific person (or a specific group of people)
is considered harassment. Harassment unlike
threatening does not contain the threat of
further violence. Anti-Semitic graffiti also fall
into this category.

Into this category fall in 2015for instance these
incidents:
1/2/2015 Prague, New Jewish Cemetery: 8-9
men, including the right-wing extremist Petr
Kalinovsky appeared at the New Jewish Cemetery
in Olšany. The men asked the doorman about
the editor office of monthly Rosh Chodesh
and when it is open. The men were carrying
cameras, with which they were taking photos of
the cemetery. In connection with that incident
came a harassing email by Peter Kalinovsky to
the the Jewish Prague community in Prague
3/2/2015.

Incidents in 2015:
In the category of threatening there was a
significant decrease compared to 2014. In 2015
we registered only three incidents. Compared to
9 incidents in 2014 it meant three fold reduction.
In the category of harassment in this year did
not occurred any dramatical change. In 2015
there were 31 incidents, the highest result in
this category since 2008. So the annual increase
was less than 11 percent. A total of 27 from 34
registered incidents in the category of physical
attacks, threats and harassment took place in
Prague or aimed to the Jewish Community in
Prague (harassing or threatening emails). (For
the exact list, see Chapter 7.)

31/3/2015 Polná, grave of Anežka Hrůzová:
members of the extreme-right National
Democracy Adam Bartoš and Ladislav Zemánek
along with Pavel Kamas and Erik Sedláček9
visited the grave of Anežka Hrůzová, to which
they hanged the following text: „At this place
during Easter 1899 an innocent girl Anežka
Hrůzová was brutally murdered. Her death put
the Czech nation together and it insistently
showed the necessity of solving the Jewish
question. The Jewish question has not been
resolved satisfactorily yet. On behalf of the
National Democracy Adam B. Bartoš and Ladislav
Zemánek 31/3/2015.“10

9
Pavel Kamas is a publisher of the Nazi and anti-Semitic literature (Guidemedia etc). Erik Sedláček is a former head of the neo-Nazi National Resistance
who contributed to the racist and anti-Semitic magazine Last generation. In 2012, he tried to organize a procession through Josefov on the anniversary of
Kristallnacht.
10
Adam Bartos and Ladislav Zemanek were non-finally sentenced for the text in March 2016.
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11/4/2015 Prague Generali Arena, during the
match of football teams AC Sparta Praha and
SK Slavia Praha Sparta fans chanted: „Jude
SLAVIE.“ 11

December 2015 Olomouc:
anti-Semitic
symbols the Star of David equal to the
swastika were sprayed at several places in
Olomouc.

10/7/2015 Prague, member of the JCP was
insulted because of his Jewish origin. She was
told, for example, that: „All the Jews who
survived the war, should be exterminated in the
gas chambers.“
31/7/2015 threatening email for JCP:

19/8/2015 Prague: Man working at a
construction site in a house in Maisel Street
threatened security guards of JCP: „You guard
the fucking Jews and this fucking street? Do not
worry, tonight I won´take away anybody from
here.“
21/10/2015 Central Region: The woman of
Jewish origin was within the neighbor disputes
referred to as a „dirty Jew.“ On the picture with
an anecdote attached to her door someone
painted a Star of David.

11

Record of the match: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K84atpVZmvY

16

December 2015 Czech Railways train: in
the toilet of the train on the route Prague
- Olomouc was discovered anti-Semitic
inscription „STOP JEWS“.
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III. Anti-Semitic articles, images and videos on the Internet
Articles and other texts containing expressions
that can be evaluated as anti-Semitism according
to the above definition.
The final number of recorded anti-Semitic texts
is probably distorted due to the possibility of
placing them on closed servers, etc.

Incidents in 2015:
In 2015 it was registered 184 anti-Semitic
articles, images or videos, making up 82
percent of all recorded incidents. The most
frequent topics were conspiracy theories, new
anti-Semitism as illegitimate criticism of Israel
by right-wing and left-wing extremists and
Holocaust denial. A total of 41 percent of all
recorded articles, images and videos formed
a conspiracy theory. 34 percent of posts fell
under the category of the new anti-Semitism.
10 percent consisted of topics concerning
Holocaust denial and 8 percent racial antiSemitism. Another category includes posts
dealing with anti-Judaism and the combination
of the previous topics. This category forms the
remaining 7 percent of registered posts.

Websites www.cd89.cz: What man himself does not, it
does not http://www.cd89.cz/co-si-clovek-sam-neudela-to-nema, 17/2/2015

Articles in the category of conspiracy theories
in connection with the refugee crisis, were
largely focused on blaming Jews for organizing
this wave to destroy European culture (see
Chapter 4). Posts directed against the State
of Israel were affected by the aftermath of the
military operation in Gaza in 2014. They also
focused on the economic and cultural boycott
of Israel. Articles with the theme of Holocaust
denial traditionally rejected the existence of gas
chambers and the total number of Holocaust
victims. The theme of the Holocaust as a tool of
the Jews to achieve their own goals has been a
frequent practice.

17
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Topics of anti-Semitic posts in 2015
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6. MANIFESTATIONS OF ANTI-SEMITISM

◄ Translation:
So what do again the "great
humanists" called Jews pour
into the well of our white
culture, from the beginning of
the previous century?
Do not be fooled! The hooked
noses are born to smash
nations!

▲Translation:

You say Slovak and Czech challenge? Jews are again
everywhere. It´s rather Jewish challenge. Jews
draw us back to war as in 33rd.

For Europe without Islam and
Zionism; December 1, 2015

▲Translation:

It will be wild when Jews, Muslims and traitors
will be hanged on lampposts ... 
November 17, 2015 at 18:13

◄ Translate: Arms production has been in the hands
of the Israelites for long. They have learnt from the
Holocaust very well, now they rule the world. Obama
is just a puppets in their hands. March 27 16:39
Princess with a yellow star
And then it was Cinderella.▼

◄ BLACK HUMOR
February 9, 2015

◄ EXTREME HUMOR
May 19, 2015

▲Step one: Turn on the gas.

◄ EXTREME HUMOR
September 11, 2015

▲The fault in our stars.
The International Solidarity Movement (ISM CZ)
October 21, 2015▼

▲
For a Europe
without Islam
and Zionism
November 23,
2015

THERE IS NO OCCUPATION – PEACE IS KILLING ISRAEL
We are calling on the Czech government to support international BDS
movement to stop occupation, instead of developing an arms trade with
Israel, and impose an arms embargo, as it is called for by numerous
international organizations, including Amnesty International.

▲

19
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7. ATTACHMENT
List of anti-Semitic incidents in 2015
PHYSICAL ATTACKS ON PEOPLE AND PROPERTY
Date
January
2015

20/1/2015
29/3/2015

Description of the incident
2015 swastika on a dustbin belonging to Lauder schools at the JCP
satanic signs on names of Holocaust victims at the Jewish cemetery in Czech Krumlov
man urinated and hailed in Terezín Memorial

April 2015

promotional materials on the bulletin board in Jerusalem synagogue

5/4/2015

swastika on Oskar Schindler Memorial in Svitavy

THREATS AND HARASSMENT
Date
21/1/2015
1/2/2015
31/3/2015.
7/3/2015
7/3/2015
April 2015
9/4/2015
11/4/2015
15/4/2015
22/4/2015
27/4/2015
12/5/2015
19/5/2015
7/6/2015
10/7/2015
16/7/2015
16/7/2015
31/7/2015
6/8/2015
8/8/2015
19/8/2015
Sept. 2015
11/10/2015
13/10/2015
21/10/2015
12/11/2015
27/11/2015
30/11/2015
Decem. 2015
Decem. 2015

1/12/2015
2/12/2015
7/12/2015
23/12/2015
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Description of the incident
harassing e-mail addressed to the FJC
harrasment at the New Jewish Cemetery and an e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing behavior in Polná
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing behavior of a university (woman student)
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing behavior at a football AC Sparta and SK Slavia match
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
verbal attack on a member of the JCP
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
verbal attack on a member of the JCP
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
threatening e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing statements at the demonstration
threatening the JCP security guard
harassing poster at the train station in Teplice
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing behavior because of Jewish origin
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing graffiti in Olomouc
harassing picture in a train Praha-Olomouc
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing e-mail addressed to the JCP
harassing letter addressed to the FJC and JCB

The links functionality verified 1/5/2016.
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ANTI – SEMITIC TEXTS, ANTI – SEMITIC IMAGES AND VIDEOS
Date

Description of the incident

3/1/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/uchamura-cesi-chodte-s-prasetem-k-synagogam

4/1/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/islamsky-problem

9/1/2015

http://narodnidemokracie.cz/hon-na-teroristy-klame-telem/

11/1/2015

http://www.ksm.cz/kultura/kdyz-izrael-letel-az-do-londyna-aby-zastrelil-jednoho-karikaturistu.html

12/1/2015

http://svobodny-odpor.blogspot.com/2015/01/dalsi-operace-pod-falesnou-vlajkou.html

14/1/2015

https://radicalrevival.wordpress.com/2015/01/14/vincent-reynouard-o-masakru-v-charlie-hebdo/

14/1/2015

http://svobodny-odpor.blogspot.com/2015/01/friedrich-kurreck-zivot-v-tretej-risi.html

16/1/2015

http://svobodny-odpor.blogspot.com/2015/01/david-cole-46-dulezitych.html

19/1/2015

https://radicalrevival.wordpress.com/2015/01/19/je-suis-charlie-coulibaly/

20/1/2015

http://www.hrebenar.eu/2015/01/predbezne-posuzovani-mezinarodnim-trestnim-soudem-jeste-neznamena-prosetrovani-izraele/

20/1/2015

http://svobodny-odpor.blogspot.com/2015/01/otazky-odpovede-o-narodnom-socializmu.html

21/1/2015

https://abbartos.wordpress.com/2015/01/21/pozadujeme-omluvu-za-historicka-prikori-spachana-zidy-na-ceskem-narode-otevreny-dopis-mose-kantorovi/

22/1/2015

http://www.zvedavec.org/komentare/2015/01/6305-charlie-hebdo-a-jeho-protigojsti-spojenci.
htm

24/1/2015

http://svobodny-odpor.blogspot.cz/2015/01/matt-koehl-narodne-socialisticke.html

26/1/2015

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SS3KjQIBF-4

26/1/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/70-vyroci-osvobozeni

27/1/2015

http://www.ksm.cz/kultura/pamet-nezemrela.html

27/1/2015

https://sarmatia.wordpress.com/2015/01/27/prumysl-holocaustu/

27/1/2015

https://radicalrevival.wordpress.com/2015/01/27/ke-svatemu-27-lednu/

27/1/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/pristi-holokaust-bude-super-rekl-prezident

28/1/2015

http://trcalek.bigbloger.lidovky.cz/c/445870/Pozehnan-bud-islamsky-terorismus.html

29/1/2015

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/33734110

30/1/2015

http://www.hrebenar.eu/2015/01/zidovska-obec-v-praze-nabada-k-islamofobii-neni-divu-je-to-spolek-sionistu/

1/2/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/ferdinand-peroutka-cesi-nemci-a-zide

2/2/2015

https://radicalrevival.wordpress.com/2015/02/02/robert-faurisson-odpoved-na-otazky-michaela-hoffmana/

2/2/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/otevreny-dopis-clenu-divadla-jary-cimrmana-prezidentu-cr-milosi-zemanovi

4/2/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/vyhlasujeme-valku-americkemu-statu

5/2/2015

https://radicalrevival.wordpress.com/2015/02/05/ursula-haverbeck-o-nejvetsim-problemu-nasi-doby-anglicke-titulky/

7/2/2015

http://narodnidemokracie.cz/homosexualni-ideologie-nastroj-sebedestrukce/

7/2/2015

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVOy_HDh4LI

9/2/2015

https://www.facebook.com/572466099553100/photos/a.580878488711861.1073741827.572
466099553100/657559131043796/?type=3&theater

14/2/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/predkozku-v-cr-nechceme

16/2/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/proti-islamu-bez-zidu-ach-to-nejde

16/2/2015

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1394044917574032&set=pb.100009056120717.-2207520000.1462358908.&type=3&theater

17/2/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/co-si-clovek-sam-neudela-to-nema

18/2/2015

https://cechycechum.wordpress.com/2015/02/18/gilad-atzmon-protokoly-jsou-nyni-prepisovany/

The links functionality verified 1/5/2016.
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ANTI – SEMITIC TEXTS, ANTI – SEMITIC IMAGES AND VIDEOS
Date

Description of the incident

18/2/2015

http://deliandiver.org/2015/02/kdo-taha-za-nitky-femen-a-pussy-riot.html#more-9232

18/2/2015

http://deliandiver.org/2015/02/rodny-syn-danske-hroudy.html

18/2/2015

http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/111367948126

18/2/2015

http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/111357267711/sloboda-slova-v-praxi-vincent-reynouard-bol

20/2/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/nejhorsi-jsou-cyklisti

21/2/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/vyrocni-zprava-o-projevech-antisemitismu-v-ceske-republice-za-rok-2014

26/2/2015

http://www.hrebenar.eu/2015/02/netanjahu-nabada-zidy-k-prestehovani-se-do-izraele-zatimco-beduini-s-palestinci-trpi-pod-bicem-apartheidu/

26/2/2015

http://protiproud.parlamentnilisty.cz/politika/1523-vstupenka-milose-zemana-do-washingtonu-nezve-ho-obama-ale-mocna-izraelska-lobby-cesky-prezident-patronem-velkeho-izraele-podpora-skutecneho-teroru-ve-virtualni-valce-proti-terorismu.htm

28/2/2015

http://narodnidemokracie.cz/pata-kolona-a-my/#more-2450

1/3/2015

https://radicalrevival.wordpress.com/2015/03/01/pokrytectvi-zapadu/

2/3/2015

http://stranky-sos.unas.cz/2015/03/Mlada-zena-do-pasu-naha-v-kostele-pomocila-oltar-Pak-uz-jen-pro-pritomne-fotografy-vystr.html

2/3/2015

http://trcalek.bigbloger.lidovky.cz/c/449047/Nejsem-Zid.html

3/3/2015

http://www.hrebenar.eu/2015/03/netanjahu-predvolebne-ocernoval-iran-zatimco-zapominal-na-nebezpeci-izraelskeho-apartheidu/

7/3/2015

http://brezny.blog.idnes.cz/c/452591/zemane-vsichni-nejsme-zide.html

8/3/2015

http://www.hrebenar.eu/2015/03/izraelska-tajna-sluzba-sin-bet-stale-vice-pouziva-mucenipri-vyslesich/

10/3/2015

http://www.hrebenar.eu/2015/03/izraelsky-ministr-zahranici-avigdor-liberman-vola-po-genocide-palestincu/

10/3/2015

http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/113255723300/hitler-301-1939-a-dnes-chci-op%C4%9Bt-b%C3%BDt-prorokem

13/3/2015

http://www.zvedavec.org/komentare/2015/03/6378-netanyahu-prisel-videl-dobyl.htm

13/3/2015

http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/113506503345

14/3/2015

http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/113598895740/%C4%8Dasy-se-m%C4%9Bn%C3%AD-%C5%BEid%C3%A9-z%C5%AFst%C3%A1vaj%C3%AD

14/3/2015

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMmy5WMRgJ8&sns=fb

17/3/2015

https://twitter.com/abbartos/status/577920916774129664

20/3/2015

hhtps://

20/3/2015

https://cechycechum.wordpress.com/2015/03/20/skutecny-vitez-valky-na-ukrajine-zid/

23/3/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/idneskaust-2-jmenny-seznam-pate-kolony

26/3/2015

https://cechycechum.wordpress.com/2015/03/26/kultura-ani-ne-za-500/

28/3/2015

http://stranky-sos.unas.cz/2015/03/Rez-oligarchu-v-Kyjeve-Zvitezi-Porosenkuv-Berlin-ci-Kolomojskeho-Washington-Tajemna.html

29/3/2015

https://abbartos.wordpress.com/2015/03/29/projev-na-pochodu-zastavme-americke-okupanty-narodni-sily-na-pravici-a-na-levici-museji-spolupracovat/

30/3/2015

http://news.e-republika.cz/article3058-Nacionalisticky-%C5%BEid-Kolomojskij-prohral-rabovani-Ukrajiny-s-Rothschildy

1/4/2015

http://www.hrebenar.eu/2015/04/umozni-pristoupeni-palestiny-k-mezinarodnimu-trestnimusoudu-vysetrovani-zlocinu-izraele/

3/4/2015

http://www.zvedavec.org/komentare/2015/04/6405-izrael-usiluje-o-zniceni-historie-a-identity-svych-sousedu.htm

6/4/2015

http://narodnidemokracie.cz/ucinen-zasadni-objev-zahada-hlavolamu-vyresena/

7/4/2015

http://nassmer.blogspot.cz/2015/04/j-x-dolezal-kdyz-si-xenofob-verejne.html

9/4/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/holokaust-je-jako-kecup-da-se-placnout-na-vsechno

9/4/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/peroutkovy-prekryvy-1

14/4/2015
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https://cechycechum.wordpress.com/2015/04/14/narodni-demokrate-v-polne-s-erikem-sedlackem-a-pavlem-kamasem-po-stopach-anezky-hruzove/

The links functionality verified 1/5/2016.
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Date

Description of the incident

14/4/2015

http://narodnidemokracie.cz/na-okraj-kauzy-v-polne/

16/4/2015

http://www.hrebenar.eu/2015/04/kdyby-se-izrael-za-hitlerovske-ery-choval-k-pristehovalcum-stejne-jako-dnes-prispel-by-k-holocaustu/

17/4/2015

http://nassmer.blogspot.cz/2015/04/netanjahu-opet-mystifikoval-pred-celym.html

19/4/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/z-povinnosti

20/4/2015

http://www.cd89.cz/jude-slavia-jude-sparta

21/4/2015

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/37171625

21/4/2015

https://cechycechum.wordpress.com/2015/04/21/vlastimil-cech-podekovani-panu-prezidentovi/

24/4/2015

https://abbartos.wordpress.com/2015/04/24/novinka-prednasky-o-holocaustu/

25/4/2015

http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/117315878750/%C5%BEidovsk%C3%A1-hami%C5%BEnost-nezn%C3%A1-mez%C3%AD

28/4/2015

http://ism-czech.org/2015/04/28/otevreny-dopis-poradatelum-plzen-2015-upustte-prosim-od-poradani-festivalu-dny-jeruzalema/

28/4/2015

http://www.zvedavec.org/komentare/2015/04/6435-nesouhlasim-se-zavery-pana-gilika.htm

30/4/2015

http://a2larm.cz/2015/04/valecne-zlociny-nas-nerozhazi/

1/5/2015

http://www.blisty.cz/art/77281.html

3/5/2015

http://stranky-sos.unas.cz/2015/05/George-Soros-aneb-Jak-byt-vzorem-zido-plutokratickehobolsevickeho-sionistickeho-svetoveho-s.html

4/5/2015

http://kuklik.blog.idnes.cz/blog.aspx?c=460708

10/5/2015

http://narodnidemokracie.cz/obrana-pana-prezidenta-otevreny-dopis-akademicke-obci/

11/5/2015

http://deliandiver.org/2015/05/sionismus-a-americti-zide.html

18/5/2015

https://cechycechum.wordpress.com/2015/05/18/okultnim-strediskem-svetoveho-sionismu-je-praha/#more-2763

19/5/2015

http://www.blisty.cz/art/77467.html

20/5/2015

http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/119434932651/fuck-izrael-va%C5%A1e-pen%C3%ADze-jejich-bomby

21/5/2015

http://ism-czech.org/2015/05/21/tiskova-zprava-roger-waters-noam-chomsky-alice-walker-hedy-epstein-a-dalsi-svetove-osobnosti-upozornuji-evropskou-komisi-na-problematicnost-dnu-jeruzalema-v-plzni-2015/

21/5/2015

http://www.zvedavec.org/prispevky/2015/05/6461-nastane-novy-pogrom-zidu.htm

22/5/2015

http://deliandiver.org/2015/05/skoro-vsichni-liberalni-opozicni-predaci-v-rusku-jsou-bud-plne-nebo-castecne-zidovskeho-puvodu.html#more-9691

27/5/2015

http://stranky-sos.unas.cz/2015/05/Tento-muz-v-pozadi-pry-ovlada-Obamu-a-Bily-dum-Autor-odjinud.html

27/5/2015

http://www.vzdelavaci-institut.info/?q=node/597

5/6/2015

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/38448042

6/6/2015

http://www.hrebenar.eu/2015/06/netanjahu-je-pokrytcem-vyuzivajicim-islamsky-stat-ke-spineni-odpurcu-apartheidu/

7/6/2015

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/38499335

9/6/2015

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1458459244465932&set=a.1392814444363746.
1073741828.100009056120717&type=3&theater

15/6/2015

http://ism-czech.org/2015/06/15/otevreny-dopis-ministru-kultury-respektujte-prosim-mezinarodni-pravo-a-odstupte-od-partnerstvi-dnu-jeruzalema/

19/6/2015

https://www.facebook.com/ExtremniHumor/photos/a.386022218079134.107840.385998088
081547/1061832140498135/?type=3&theater

21/6/2015

http://ism-czech.org/2015/06/21/kviz-co-vite-o-vychodnim-jeruzaleme-a-nejen-o-nem/#more-7609

23/6/2015

http://narodnidemokracie.cz/krestanska-evropa-jako-protihrac-i-partner-islamskeho-sveta/

26/6/2015

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/38911247

26/6/2015

https://sarmatia.wordpress.com/2015/06/26/ulevy/

28/6/2015

http://www.literarky.cz/blogy/tereza-spencerova/20146-uri-avnery-valeni-zloinci-my

The links functionality verified 1/5/2016.
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1/7/2015

http://www.zvedavec.org/komentare/2015/07/6503-isil-made-in-langley.htm

6/7/2015

http://www.zvedavec.org/komentare/2015/07/6508-svedectvi-o-masakru-v-gaze.htm

10/7/2015

http://www.hrebenar.eu/2015/07/dojde-nekdy-k-prosetreni-valecnych-zlocinu-izraele/

14/7/2015

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/39496648

16/7/2015

http://nassmer.blogspot.cz/2015/07/mimikry-mirumilovneho-jana-kovanice.html#more

20/7/2015

http://nassmer.blogspot.cz/2015/07/iniciativa-islam-v-cr-nechceme-slouzi.html

23/7/2015

http://www.zvedavec.org/komentare/2015/07/6528-netanyahu-mobilizuje-svoji-patou-kolonu-v-americe.htm

24/7/2015

https://radicalrevival.wordpress.com/2015/07/24/anton-drexler-me-politicke-probuzeni/

25/7/2015

http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/124988536944/na-to-kdo-ve-skute%C4%8Dnosti-stoj%C3%AD-za-iniciativou

31/7/2015

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/39756018

4/8/2015

http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/125841553646/mus%C3%ADme-si-uv%C4%9Bdomit-%C5%BEe-nejsiln%C4%9Bj%C5%A1%C3%AD-zbran%C3%AD-na%C5%A1%C3%AD

7/8/2015

20/9/2015

https://abbartos.wordpress.com/2015/08/07/vychazi-obrezana-republika-c-2-prectete-si-predmluvu-ke-knize/
http://whiterabbitinfo.tumblr.com/post/126250966181/sd%C3%ADlejte-a-propagujte-izrael-je-stejn%C3%A9-zlo-jako
http://www.dsss.cz/stanovisko-dsss-k-obvineni-mariana-magata
http://nassmer.blogspot.cz/2015/08/martin-konvicka-neni-zadnym-nacistou.html
http://deliandiver.org/2015/08/jeremy-corbyn-a-zide.html
http://narodnidemokracie.cz/mas-svobodu-projevu-ale-dobre-si-rozmysli-co-rikas/
http://narodnidemokracie.cz/projev-na-iii-tabore-lidu-david-hibsch/
http://deliandiver.org/2015/08/dostojevskij-o-zidech.html
http://narodnidemokracie.cz/video-multikulturalismus-a-imigrace-kdo-za-tim-stoji/
http://narodnidemokracie.cz/sloupek-extremisty-kopi-proti-chazarum/
http://www.zvedavec.org/komentare/2015/09/6572-proc-financuji-rothschildove-pristehovalectvi-do-eu.
htm
http://literarky.cz/blogy/jiri-kalat/20571-izrael-se-schova-za-vysoky-plot
https://www.facebook.com/ExtremniHumor/photos/a.386022218079134.107840.385998088081547/1128
822783799070/?type=3&theater
http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/129268634291/provokativn%C3%AD-tri%C4%8Dko-pro-ty-kte%C5%99%C3%AD-se-neboj%C3%AD
http://www.ksm.cz/kultura/video-svobodu-palestine.html

23/9/2015

https://cechycechum.wordpress.com/2015/09/23/uprchlici-by-meli-hledat-utociste-v-synagogach

23/9/2015

http://www.antidemokrat.cz/2015/09/udavani-se-zastitovanim-se-holocaustem.html

27/9/2015

http://www.ksm.cz/ze-zahranici/generalni-tajemnik-sof-imperialisticka-intervence-v-syrii-musi-ihned-skoncit.html

9/8/2015
10/8/2015
13/8/2015
18/8/2015
20/8/2015
20/8/2015
23/8/2015
27/8/2015
30/8/2015
2/9/2015
9/9/2015
11/9/2015
17/9/2015

10/10/2015

http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/130869522807

12/10/2015

http://nassmer.blogspot.cz/2015/10/antiislamismus-ano-antisemitismus.html#more

16/10/2015

http://www.hrebenar.eu/2015/10/netanjahu-politikou-nenavisti-vyrabi-dalsi-teroristy/

16/10/2015

http://blisty.cz/art/79455.html

19/10/2015

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/41065270

21/10/2015

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/41096110

21/10/2015

https://www.facebook.com/ismcz/photos/a.356173254422267.84441.186236974749230/101
6157235090529/?type=3&theate

23/10/2015

http://www.halonoviny.cz/articles/view/41115343

23/10/2015

http://www.ksm.cz/ze-zahranici/zlost.html

31/10/2015

https://cechycechum.wordpress.com/2015/10/31/ochutnavka-novy-preklad-protokolu-sionskych-mudrcu-slovo-prekladatele/#more-2813

3/11/2015
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http://www.antidemokrat.cz/2015/11/pravicovy-extremismus-v-pripustnem.html

The links functionality verified 1/5/2016.
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ANTI – SEMITIC TEXTS, ANTI – SEMITIC IMAGES AND VIDEOS
Date

Description of the incident

4/11/2015

https://www.facebook.com/ismcz/photos/a.458273527545572.106846.186236974749230/10
22130411159878/?type=3&theater

12/11/2015

http://www.hrebenar.eu/2015/11/evropska-unie-by-mela-bojkotovat-izrael-za-osady-v-palestine/

13/11/2015

https://www.facebook.com/ismcz/photos/a.458273527545572.106846.186236974749230/10
25957104110542/?type=3&theater
http://www.paratdnes.cz/2015/11/Behem-masakru-v-Parizi-zidi-z-Izraele-zabrali-dalsi-uzemi-Palestiny-Nahoda.html
https://www.facebook.com/ismcz/photos/a.458273527545572.106846.186236974749230/1028190967220
489/?type=3&theater
http://narodnidemokracie.cz/jak-vznikla-evropska-unie/
https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/
pb.691112901025117.-2207520000.1462348206./691138854355855/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/
pb.691112901025117.-2207520000.1462348206./691132051023202/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/
pb.691112901025117.-2207520000.1462348206./691134277689646/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/
pb.691112901025117.-2207520000.1462348206./691127081023699/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/
pb.691112901025117.-2207520000.1462348206./691117827691291/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/
pb.691112901025117.-2207520000.1462348206./691127074357033/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/
pb.691112901025117.-2207520000.1462348199./691145494355191/?type=3&theater
http://www.zvedavec.org/komentare/2015/11/6675-jak-izrael-tlaci-na-bbc-aby-zmenila-titulky.htm
https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/
pb.691112901025117.-2207520000.1462347879./691157764353964/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/
pb.691112901025117.-2207520000.1462348199./691150944354646/?type=3&theater

17/11/2015
18/11/2015
21/11/2015
23/11/2015
23/11/2015
23/11/2015
23/11/2015
23/11/2015
23/11/2015
23/11/2015
24/11/2015
24/11/2015
24/11/2015
24/11/2015

https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/a.691127147690359.1073741827.691
112901025117/691161574353583/?type=3&theater

24/11/2015

https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/a.691127147690359.1073741827.691
112901025117/691157761020631/?type=3&theater

24/11/2015

https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/a.691127147690359.1073741827.691
112901025117/691161567686917/?type=3&theater

24/11/2015

https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/a.691127147690359.1073741827.691
112901025117/691318387671235/?type=3&theater

29/11/2015

http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/134200377694/nen%C3%AD-to-nic-n%C3%A1hodn%C3%A9ho-je-to-dlouhou-dobu

30/11/2015

https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/
pb.691112901025117.-2207520000.1462347879./693427750793632/?type=3&theater

30/11/2015

https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/
pb.691112901025117.-2207520000.1462347879./693423627460711/?type=3&theater

1/12/2015

http://a2larm.cz/2015/12/izrael-neni-demokracie/

9/12/2015

http://narodnidemokracie.cz/narodni-demokracie-k-tzv-zidovske-otazce-a-antisemitismu/

12/12/2015

http://www.antidemokrat.cz/2015/12/propaganda-zide-nevina.html

17/12/2015

http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/135370392993/takzvan%C3%BD-fakliarsky-rozkazfackelm%C3%A4nnerbefehl

17/12/2015

http://www.svobodnyodpor.info/post/133391350584/podivn%C3%A9-v%C4%9Bci-a%C5%BE-o%C4%8Di-z-toho-jdou-%C5%A1ejdrem-se-d%C4%9Bj%C3%AD

19/12/2015

http://www.hrebenar.eu/2015/12/rodiste-jezise-bajny-betlem-je-suzovano-segregacni-zdi-apartheidu/

The links functionality verified 1/5/2016.
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Date

Description of the incident

21/12/2015

http://zpravy.idnes.cz/rozhovor-petra-stastna-z-hnuti-international-solidarity-movement-1fu-/
domaci.aspx?c=A151220_141036_domaci_neh

22/12/2015

http://ism-czech.org/2016/01/04/a2larm-holocaust-a-davidova-hvezda-v-parlamentu-cr/#more-8038

26/12/2015

https://www.facebook.com/572466099553100/photos/a.801741833292191.1073741829.572
466099553100/801741823292192/?type=3&theater

27/12/2015

https://www.facebook.com/691112901025117/photos/
pb.691112901025117.-2207520000.1462347879./704851229651284/?type=3&theater

29/12/2015

http://www.tedeum.cz/2015/12/29/maly-proc-zidum-nesmi-byt-hlasana-spasa-v-jezisi-kristu-a-komplex-viny/
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The links functionality verified 1/5/2016.
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